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Technical Note: First report on an in vivo range probing quality control procedure for scanned proton beam therapy in head and neck cancer patients
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Purpose: The capability of proton therapy to provide highly conformal dose distributions is impaired by range uncertainties. The aim of this work is to apply range probing (RP), a form of a proton radiography-based quality control (QC) procedure for range accuracy assessment in head and neck cancer (HNC) patients in a clinical setting.

Methods and Materials: This study included seven HNC patients. RP acquisition was performed using a multi-layer ionization chamber (MLIC). Per patient, two RP frames were acquired within the first two weeks of treatment, on days when a repeated CT scan was obtained. Per RP frame, integral depth dose (IDD) curves of 81 spots around the treatment isocenter were acquired. Range errors are determined as a discrepancy between calculated IDDs in the treatment planning system and measured residual ranges by the MLIC. Range errors are presented relative to the water equivalent path length of individual proton spots. In addition to reporting results for complete measurement frames, an analysis, excluding range error contributions due to anatomical changes, is presented.

Results: Discrepancies between measured and calculated ranges are smaller when performing RP calculations on the day-specific patient anatomy rather than the planning CT. The patient-specific range evaluation shows an agreement between calculated and measured ranges for spots in anatomically consistent areas within 3% (1.5 standard deviation).

Conclusions: The results of an RP-based QC procedure implemented in the clinical practice for HNC patients have been demonstrated. The agreement of measured and simulated proton ranges confirms the 3% uncertainty margin for robust optimization. Anatomical variations show a predominant effect on range accuracy, motivating efforts towards the implementation of adaptive radiotherapy. © 2021 American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.14713]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the early investigations of proton therapy, the physical characteristics of protons have been regarded as promising for the reduction of integral dose to healthy tissues. Proton therapy can, therefore, offer more conformal treatments than conventional photon therapy. Nevertheless, since the early adoption of proton therapy in clinical practice, its application has been hampered due to numerous sources of uncertainty, which can potentially severely degrade planned treatment dose distributions.

In practice, a discrepancy between the actual range of a proton beam in the patient and the planned one may occur. In literature, this phenomenon is commonly referred to as range uncertainty. Computed tomography (CT) calibration, conversion of CT numbers to mass density to SPR, handling of lateral and longitudinal heterogeneities in the beam path, etc. are referred to as major contributors to range uncertainty.

However, in clinical practice there are more factors that may impact proton range accuracy. Overall, these are (a) machine related, such as, reproducibility and stability of the equipment, (b) physics related, such as, transformation of CT numbers to mass density to SPR, (c) patient related, such as, anatomical and physiological variations, and (d) biology related, linked to the end-of-range effect and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) uncertainty. Nonetheless, only (a) and (b) are addressed by range uncertainty margin recipes proposed to account for range uncertainty.

Technologically driven developments, such as, the clinical introduction of dual energy computed tomography (DECT) or proton CT aim at eliminating or reducing the effect of some of the physics contributors to range uncertainty. The use of DECT promises to reduce the range uncertainty to about 2%, as opposed to 3%–3.5%, which is often applied in proton clinics, when single energy computed tomography (SECT) is used.
Proposed range uncertainty recipes are based on values found in literature (individually quantifying the extent of different possible sources of errors) and theoretical estimates. Furthermore, attempts have been made to develop experimental techniques, which would allow to gain insight into range accuracy predictions in a near-clinical (for example, commissioning phase) or clinical setting. Techniques as proton radiography, prompt gamma imaging or positron emission tomography have been investigated and applied for this purpose.

In our clinic we used proton radiography, more specifically range probing (RP), to investigate range accuracy predictions of the treatment planning system (TPS) in near-clinical conditions (during the commissioning phase). A set of experiments was conducted to validate and optimize the CT calibration curve on animal tissue samples (bone and soft tissue). Furthermore, range uncertainties in lung-like tissues were assessed using a porcine lung phantom. As shown in these studies, RP allowed to support the choice of an applied range uncertainty recipe for robust plan optimization in clinical practice.

The RP acquisition method has been introduced into clinical practice and made available for patient-specific range accuracy checks as a part of an in vivo quality control (QC) procedure. This is the first report on the results of Pencil Beam Scanning RP QC after the clinical implementation for head and neck cancer (HNC) patients.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The RP technique, which has been adopted in our clinical practice is based on the use of a multi-layer ionization chamber (MLIC) to measure residual integral depth dose curves (IDDs) distally from an object-of-interest or patient. While there are several groups investigating MLIC-based range probing measurements, the method applied in this work has been proposed and investigated by Farace et al. and makes use of the commercially available MLIC Giraffe (IBA Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, DE) detector. A MLIC Giraffe has 180 parallel plane ionization chambers. The electrode diameter of each chamber is 12 cm. The electrodes have 2 mm spacing and the detector provides submillimeter range measurement accuracy for pristine peaks according to the manufacturer’s documentation. This allows to measure high energy (relatively small size) spots with a deflection of up to ±2 cm from the isocenter. The MLIC Giraffe is used in “movie” acquisition mode with a sampling time of 10 ms. The impact of measurement conditions (such as, field size, fluence, detector positioning, etc.) on the measurement accuracy has been assessed in a previous study. For the RP procedure measurement conditions are set such that the accuracy of the detector compared to a baseline as provided by the manufacturer is not deteriorated.

The introduction of the QC procedure in the operational protocol as part of routine clinical practice has been approved by the board of department. On patient-specific basis the procedure is prescribed by the decision of attending MD. All devices, used to perform the procedure, are medical devices and are used as per intent of the device.

The implementation of an in vivo RP procedure for use in clinical routine imposed several implications on the clinical workflow, as described in the subsections below.

2.A. RP in treatment planning

A dedicated treatment field with a gantry angle of 90° is incorporated in the clinical TPS treatment plan. Currently the choice of gantry angle is limited to the lateral orientation (90° or 270°) due to constraints linked to MLIC Giraffe positioning. Positioning the gantry at 90 degrees allows easier access to the patient with the measurement equipment in our site-specific conditions. The field consists of 81 spots, covering a 4 × 4 cm² area around the treatment isocenter. The lowest allowed monitor units (MU) are assigned per spot in order to maintain the delivered dose during the Quality Control (QC) procedure as low as possible. An RP field (81 spots) delivers approximately 1 cGyRBE of dose per QC procedure. All spots are assigned an energy of 210 MeV, which results in the full width at half maximum in air at the isocenter of 8.2 mm at our facility. In our clinical practice, the treatment isocenter for HNC patients is in the proximity of C3 or C4 vertebrae. Since RP spots are centered around the isocenter, this allows to intersect a broad mixture of tissues (bones, various muscles, fat tissue, nodes and, in some cases, tumor) during the QC procedure. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the setup of the RP field for one of the patients. In addition, Krah et al found that the proton radiography accuracy does not vary with its location relative to the treatment volume, although, in the context of adaptive therapy, it might be beneficial to perform RP check through the regions traversed by treatment beams.

2.B. RP in treatment scheduling

After transferring the treatment plan to the Oncology Information System (OIS), the RP field is scheduled in the treatment calendar only on selected days. In the current implementation, the RP QC procedure is performed twice during the treatment course, or more if deemed necessary due to observed previous results or changes as shown by imaging data.

To ensure the availability of an up-to-date CT image of the patient and to support the interpretation of the RP data, the RP procedure is performed on the day of a repeat CT acquisition. The repeat CTs are acquired within 20 min before or after the treatment fraction, with the patient immobilized as in the treatment position.

2.C. RP setup and acquisition

On the day of the scheduled RP QC procedure, prior to the patient entering the treatment room (TR), a gain calibration of the MLIC is performed. The calibration procedure requires delivery of a high-energy proton spot in air. Therefore, the patient should not be present in the room during the
calibration. The chamber gain is determined by normalizing the calibration measurement per chamber to the reference IDD measurement of the same energy spot acquired in a water tank with a large diameter parallel plane chamber. For the given application, no energy or beam intensity-dependent calibration is performed. The procedure requires approximately 5 min. After the calibration is performed, the patient may enter the TR. The patient is positioned at the TR isocenter using cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT). Afterwards, the gantry is moved to the 90 degrees position and the MLIC is positioned next to the patient on the gantry rolling floor opposite to the nozzle, using a dedicated trolley. The MLIC is aligned to the isocenter along the beam axis using in-room lasers. The distance between isocenter and entrance window of the MLIC is measured and recorded, as it is required for RP simulations in the TPS. Positioning of the MLIC does not require high precision due to the RP field size versus size of the MLIC electrode. Positioning errors along the beam axis will only have minimal impact due to the low density of air. When the alignment of the device is complete, the RP field delivery and acquisition can be performed. Delivery of the RP field does not require any nonstandard modifications to the beam delivery system. After the measurement, the trolley with the MLIC is removed from the gantry rolling floor and is left in the TR until the treatment fraction is complete. The setup of the equipment in the treatment room during RP acquisition is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

2.D. RP simulations in the TPS

In the TPS, a dedicated structure with an override to a material, which has the physical density and elemental composition of water, is added distally to the patient in the beam path to simulate the MLIC. Each spot of the RP field is calculated individually using the clinical TPS Monte Carlo engine on an isotropic 1 mm dose grid with an accuracy of 0.5%. The obtained dose distributions per spot are integrated along the beam axis. Automation of calculations and data extraction was realized using the scripting capabilities of the TPS.

Rigid registration between planning and repeat CTs is required to perform RP simulations. In accordance to the standard operational protocol, during the planning phase, a verification mask is defined on the planning CT. It is a rectangular structure encompassing the target volume, which is used as a region-of-interest (ROI) to perform automatic image registration during patient alignment in the treatment room. The same ROI was also used to register planning and repeat CTs.

2.E. RP data analysis

IDD curves simulated in the TPS are compared to the IDDs as measured with the MLIC. For each spot, the range error was obtained as the optimal offset between measured and simulated IDDs along the depth axis, as obtained by the least squares method (also see Fig. 3). Negative / positive range errors correspond to a simulated IDD with a shorter / longer range with respect to the range obtained from the measured IDD. Eventually, range errors are presented relative to the water equivalent path length (WEPL) of the proton spot passing through the patient. The WEPL for all spots is determined based on the measurements (as a difference between the depth of maximum dose for RP IDD and the maximum depth of a measurement in air for the same energy).

The analysis and comparison of the measured and calculated data sets (exemplary curves shown in Fig. 3) was
performed using Matlab tools, which have been developed based on the toolbox provided by the openREGGUI open-source project.\textsuperscript{23}

As evaluated by Farace et al, this RP implementation allows to determine range errors with an accuracy of 0.5 mm.\textsuperscript{21}
Within the scope of this study, the range accuracy was assessed not only on the basis of the repeat CTs, but also based on the planning CT. This was done to gain insight in how machine- and physics-related sources of range uncertainty (as introduced above) in general compare to patient-related sources of range errors, namely anatomical variations.

2.F. Anatomical inconsistency checks

In addition to reporting results for complete measurement frames (including all 81 spots per measurement, resulting in 1134 analyzed spots in total), all RP measurements have been reviewed by focusing on the agreement between repeat CT and CBCT of the same fraction, in order to identify spots affected by anatomical variations. The most common areas of inconsistency were identified and corresponded to (a) proximity of trapezius muscle and shoulders, (b) swallowing muscles, (c) base of tongue. An additional analysis was performed, where spots intersecting areas of common anatomical variations were excluded in all RP frames. To clarify, spots were excluded based on anatomical location instead of observed range errors. Spots, which were excluded for a specific patient, were excluded consistently in all RP frames. To perform the analysis versus RP simulations based on the planning CT. This was done to gain insight in how machine- and physics-related sources of range uncertainty (as introduced above) in general compare to patient-related sources of range errors, namely anatomical variations.

3. RESULTS

Results of the clinical utilization of the RP QC procedure in the first seven consecutive HNC patients are presented.

As an example, relative range error maps for Patient 3 are shown in Fig. 4.

Relative range errors have been determined based on the planning CT and two repeat CTs (fractions 6 and 11 for this patient). Relative range errors for all 81 spots per RP frame are shown as an overlay on the sagittal plane of the planning CT scan at the treatment isocenter. For fraction 6, the comparison between the measured and simulated RP based on the repeat CT of that fraction shows a mean range error of 0.1% (1.5 SD 1.8%, which means 1.5 standard deviation is 1.8%), while the comparison with the simulated RP based on the planning CT shows a higher mean range error of −1.8% (1.5 SD 2.0%). Correspondingly for fraction 11, a mean range error of 0.7% (1.5 SD 2.4%) is seen for the comparison of measured and simulated RP based on the repeat CT and a mean error of −3.1% (1.5 SD 1.8%) when basing the simulation of the RP on the planning CT.

Mean WEPL for RP spots considering all spots (1134) combined was 145 mm, with values varying from 66 to 278 mm.

Mean relative range errors and 1.5 SD per RP frame (81 spots or less for the reduced data set) are listed in Table I for the QC procedures performed for all seven patients. Additionally, fraction numbers, during which QC procedures were performed, are added. During the same fractions also repeat CTs used for simulations were acquired. Table I shows that the mean range error obtained by comparison of the measured RP to the RP simulated based on the day-specific repeat CT is typically smaller than if the comparison is done to the RP simulated based on the planning CT. Mean absolute relative range errors for both data sets are provided in Supplementary Material S1.

As mentioned, a reduced measurement data set was created in order to exclude proton spots intersecting areas where anatomical inconsistencies are often observed. In this way, the influence of anatomical variations on the analysis is greatly reduced. Results of the analysis in the reduced data set can also be seen in Table I.

Again, considering Patient 3 as an example, for the reduced data set the mean range error for RP acquired during fraction 6 is 0.2% (1.5 SD 1.4%), when considering simulations based on the day-specific repeat CT. The mean range error is again noticeably larger (−1.9% (1.5 SD 1.9%)) when performing the analysis versus RP simulations based on the planning CT.

4. DISCUSSION

An RP QC procedure has been applied in vivo for the first time and results for the first seven HNC patients have been presented.

It can be noticed from Table I, that the analysis performed on the reduced RP data set (in areas of stable anatomy) shows range errors within the ±3% range uncertainty margin, which is applied in our clinical practice for the robust plan optimization. This holds if anatomical variations between the measurement and simulation in the TPS are minimal, meaning that simulations are performed on the same-day repeat CT. If simulations are performed on a planning CT image (reduced data set), which is already 3–4 weeks old at the time of RP acquisition, agreement between simulated and measured residual IDDs deteriorates. This can be explained (also confirmed by comparing images visually) by weight changes of the patients. For HNC patients undergoing concurrent chemotherapy we often observe skin contour increase/ decrease caused by weight changes and/or swelling. For example, for Patient 3 and 6 in Table I simulations on the pCT systematically show under- or over-range compared to simulations on the rCT. This is caused by post-chemo treatment swelling of the Patient 3 and weight loss for Patient 6. Such a trend was not observed for Patients 5 and 7. Although standard deviations were smaller for the rCT-based data set compared to the pCT-based data set, mean relative range errors were slightly smaller (~1%) for the pCT-based data set. For these patients no obvious swelling or weight changes were observed, which is an effect that results in pronounced mean error fluctuations.

For the complete data sets (both, pCT and rCT), where all spots of each RP frame have been included in the analysis, similar tendencies as for the reduced data set can be observed: typically, rCT-based data sets show better agreement between measured and simulated residual IDDs than pCT-based data set. This is mostly caused by anatomical
variations between CT image acquisition and patient’s anatomy at the time of the RP measurement, an effect that range uncertainty is not intended to account for. Farace et al.\textsuperscript{25} have indicated that range errors, as determined by RP, are sensitive to spatial misalignment errors between the simulated and measurement data sets. RP

Table I. Overview of relative range errors as determined by proton range probing-based quality control checks. Results are shown for the analysis performed on the complete (“compl.”) and reduced data sets (“red.”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pat #</th>
<th>QC session 1</th>
<th>QC session 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pCT</td>
<td>rCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compl. red.</td>
<td>compl. red.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.8 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.8 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.2 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.9 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
acquisitions, as per proposed methodology, are acquired after alignment of the patient to the treatment isocenter. Although the patient’s position is representative of the treatment position, residual setup errors may affect the RP measurements. As demonstrated by Farace et al, residual setup errors would cause increased range errors along areas of high heterogeneity index Hi values. Effects of residual misalignment and density interface have also been investigated by Hammi et al,15,24 Such patterns were not observed in our data set along, for example, the spine (see Fig. 3), however to some extent could have been a contributing factor towards mean relative range error variation between 1st and 2nd QC based on the reduced data set of Patient 7.

Overall RP QC results are affected by multiple sources of uncertainty: (a) overall accuracy of range error determination according to the RP QC method (~0.5 mm),19–21,25 which includes spot position accuracy, (b) energy fluctuations of the treatment delivery machine (~0.1 mm short-term to ~0.5 mm long-term), (c) residual setup errors and intrafraction motion, including, for instance, muscle relaxation, in the treatment room (~1 mm), (d) anatomical inconsistencies of the patient between the treatment room and CT imaging room, (e) rigid registration of the planning and repeat CTs. Sources (d) and (e) may be highly patient- and day-specific. For the current data set we estimate the uncertainty of the relative range error in the order of 1% (relative to the observed WEPL values in the obtained data sets). This is also indirectly supported by assessing the reproducibility of data between both QC sessions for the same patient, when reduced data set based on rCT (least affected by anatomical inconsistencies) is considered. Additionally, in this work the WEPL of a spot has been defined as the difference between the depth of the range probe peak and the depth of the peak for an in-air measurement. In case of a degraded peak shape due to heterogeneities (for example a double peak as shown in Fig. 3), this approach might not result in self-evident definition of the WEPL. For the purpose of this study, any bias in WEPL definition introduced by the use of maximum dose approach due to double peaks (as shown in Fig. 3) was considered negligible, since in practice such double peaks were rare. In fact, only about 3% of the measured spots per frame showed double peak pattern. In addition, in some cases dose maximum was coinciding with the more proximal peak, while in other cases, with the more distal peak. Furthermore, in some cases of highly degraded IDDs, the use of the least square method may result in good alignment at the distal fall-off region, while the alignment (or rather shape of the curves) at the peak region is suboptimal. While the used openreggui tools allow to visually review the alignment of the curves on spot-by-spot basis and no anomalies where observed in this data set, for the purpose of further automation, the introduction of a more robust metrics is desirable. Similarly, chamber gain fluctuations (noise) may influence the fitting process. In practice, noise on the proximal side of the peak has limited impact on the fitting since gradients on the proximal side are much lower than on the distal side of the peak. Additional metrics for quantifying range probing measurements have been investigated and proposed in literature, such as the weighted mean range and range dilution.24 Future improvements of the RP QC procedure could be warranted by investigating applicability of additional metrics and introducing them into result reports.

It is important to note that large range errors in specific areas experiencing anatomical changes (as observed experimentally) do not necessarily translate into dosimetrically unacceptable plans. In fact, for none of the seven presented patients dosimetric evaluation of the treatment plan based on the standard weekly repeat CT triggered a plan adaptation. Multiple factors determine if robust target and organ-at-risk (OAR) dose is maintained during the treatment course. The number of treatment fields, their orientation, spot size, weight and placement, the dose modulation within a field and the robustness margins play a role in preserving an appropriate dose distribution.

The method applied in this work focuses on the evaluation of range errors in a clinical context by comparing measured residual ranges to simulated ones in the TPS. This method is not suitable to establish ground truth SPR per tissue type. In case major deviations between measured and simulated IDDs are observed, further investigation to establish the root cause would be necessary.

Furthermore, the method looks at a mixture of tissues in an integral manner. Theoretically it is possible to observe good range agreement, while this could be a result of balancing over- and under-estimation of SPRs for various tissue types in the beam path. Nevertheless, this is unlikely to systematically occur in practice since the geometry and anatomy of HNC patients is diverse. For anatomically less complex cases, for instance, intracranial indications, such compensations effects have been reported in literature.26

The purpose of the applied RP QC procedure is to provide data on the range calculation accuracy in the TPS on patient-specific bases. RP spots intersect a broad mixture of tissues and therefore provide data on range calculation accuracy also relevant for the tissue types in the beam path of treatment fields. However, RP fields do not exactly overlap with the treatment fields. This could be considered as a limitation of the method.

The results presented in this paper allow to bring the range uncertainty, as defined in literature,3 and actual range errors, which regularly occur in clinical practice and towards which anatomical variations contribute most, into perspective. Anatomical variations in the beam path may have a more severe degrading effect on the range accuracy than other sources of uncertainty that are accounted for by range uncertainty recipes, as also reported in literature.27 To account for anatomical variations, the ability to perform plan adaptations at a higher frequency (or online) would be required.

The described in vivo RP QC procedure is currently applied to assess range calculation accuracy on a patient-specific basis. It provides an insight on range prediction accuracy in a workflow based on single energy computed
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tomography (SECT) imaging, but it could also be applied as a QC tool for workflows based on DECT imaging.

In our current practice, repeat CTs are systematically performed on a weekly basis. It is not intended that RP QC procedure could replace a need for repeat CTs in future, as the information obtained is complimentary.

Furthermore, in the future, such a procedure could have a major role in the validation of synthetic CTs intended for proton dose calculations. CBCTs suffer from the large uncertainty of the Hounsfield Units (HU), which makes them unsuitable for proton dose calculation. Promising results have been shown on performance of neural networks (NN) in generating synthetic CTs based on daily CBCTs, rendering synthetic images suitable for dose calculation. Nevertheless, some extent NN may be considered as a “black box”. Therefore, extensive QC procedures should be introduced to validate the output of NNs. In this context, in vivo RP QC may provide means to validate HU accuracy in synthetic CT images and confirm their usability for dose calculation on a patient- and/or a fraction-specific basis. For such use case, more frequent (potentially, daily) RP QC acquisitions might be necessary. In such case 1 cGy RP dose might not be considered acceptable by some clinicians. Although not ideal, 1 cGy dose level is comparable to an imaging dose required by earlier generation MV portal imagers. To reduce RP dose further, modifications to the clinical proton delivery system would be required, as this dose level is currently determined by minimum monitor unit per spot limit. Nevertheless, to determine if 1 cGy dose is clinically acceptable for a QC procedure, it should be weighed against the possible dosimetric gains from using synthetic CTs in adaptive workflows.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A proton range probing-based quality control procedure has been deployed in clinical practice for HNC patients. It allows to evaluate range calculation accuracy on a patient-specific basis. Initial results show that anatomical inconsistencies that occur during the HNC treatment course often have a predominant effect on range errors. However, there is an agreement between calculated and measured ranges for spots in anatomically stable areas within 3%, which is the currently used range uncertainty margin for robust Monte Carlo-based optimization in our clinic.

The authors would like to acknowledge the openREGGUI community for developing open-source tools, which were helpful in conducting this study.
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**SUPPORTING INFORMATION**

Additional supporting information may be found online in the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.

**Table S1.** Overview of relative range errors as determined through proton range probing-based quality control checks. Results are shown for the analysis performed on the complete (“compl.”) and reduced data sets (“red.”).